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English Suite No.2 in A minor, BWV 807 J.S Bach
Arranged by Daniel Turner and Jin Cho 1685-1750

Prelude
Allemande
Courante
Sarabande
Bourree I 
Bourree II
Gigue

French Suite No.6 in E major, BWV 817 J.S Bach
Arranged by Claudia Anderson and Sylvania Scarcini 1685-1750

Allemande
Courante
Sarabande
Gavotte
Polonaise
Minuet
Gigue

INTERMISSION

Flute Sonata No.6 in E major, BWV 1035 J.S Bach
Arranged by Michael Langer 1685-1750

Adagio ma non tanto
Allegro
Sicilliano
Allegro Assai

Italian Concerto in F Major, BWV 971 J.S Bach
Arranged by Daniel Turner and Jin Cho 1685-1750

‘Untitled’
 Andante
 Presto

This recital is in partial fulfillment of the Doctorate in Musical Arts Degree in Performance.
Daniel is a student of Jeffrey Mcfadden.

I wish to acknowledge this land on which the University of Toronto operates. For thousands of years it has been the traditional 
land of the Huron-Wendat, the Seneca, and the Mississaugas of the Credit. Today, this meeting place is still the home to many 
Indigenous people from across Turtle Island and we are grateful to have the opportunity to work on this land.



Artist Bios

Daniel Turner is a Classical Guitarist from Windsor, Ontario. He has Master’s Degree in

Guitar Performance from the University of Toronto, a Bachelors of Musical Arts in Guitar 

Performance from the University of Windsor, and is now working towards his Doctorate in 

Musical Arts in Guitar Performance at University of Toronto. Daniel performs often as a 

soloist, but also in duos with singers, flutists, violinists, pianists and other guitarists, often 

creating arrangements for these duos. Daniel has collaborated with other musicians to host 

concerts in which original works were premiered. As a soloist, Daniel has won awards and

for scholarships for his performances, won the University of Windsor Concerto Competition 

and performed a concerto with the Windsor Symphony Orchestra, placed in International 

Guitar Competitions, performed in outreach concerts for the Guitar Society of Toronto, and 

composed, arranged, and performed the music for a play put on by the University of Windsor 

Acting Department. In addition to performing, arranging, composing, and researching, Daniel 

teaches guitar, and has coached many ensembles and individuals in preparation for recitals 

and conservatory tests.

Flutist Jin Cho specializes in historical and contemporary performance on Baroque 

flute, modern flute and Daegeum (Korean transverse flute). Jin studied modern flute 

performance at Peabody Conservatory as a major, with Baroque flute as a minor. He went on 

to study historical performance at the master’s level at the University of Toronto, where he 

also started to collaborate with contemporary composers and experiment with new techniques

that expand the expressive range of the Baroque flute. Jin is currently based in Toronto, 

where he performs as a soloist and ensemble musician. Jin has performed with the Aspen 

New Music Ensemble and Lucerne Festival Alumni Ensemble, in addition to performing in 

South Korea, South Africa, India, Germany, France, China and Italy.



Program Notes

The selection of repertoire presented here, although all the work of J.S Bach, (with the 

possible exception of Flute Sonata No.6 in E major, of which some have suggested may be 

the work of one of Bach’s sons,) are chosen for the contrast of styles they display, and the

interesting comparisons they highlight. They have all been arranged for guitar and flute. 

Originally the two suites and the Italian Concerto were keyboard works, and the Flute Sonata 

was written for flute and continuo. 

The first half of the program invites a comparison of two keyboard suites, one of them 

English and the other French. Comparisons of French musical qualities and Italian musical 

qualities are easy enough to come across in writings from the Baroque period, but the English

traits are less written about and can be more challenging to identify. It is known that Bach 

came into contact with musicians from many countries, and was a very skilled transcriber. His 

decision to compose six French Suites, six English Suites, and an Italian Concerto, is of 

historical interest for many reasons, for instance because it is an early example of the 

conscious formation of national musical styles, which would become highly exaggerated two 

centuries later. For listeners in present times, these works show clear differences in style, and

however representative of music in the countries after which they are named they may or may

not be, they can help direct the modern ear to the variety of styles in Bach’s music.

The second half of the program contrasts with the first because neither the Flute 

Sonata, nor the Italian Concerto are dance suites, and they do not have the characteristic 

rhythms that link the suites in the first half of the program. Bach provided only the figured

bass and the melody in this Flute Sonata. The filling out of the harmony has been done by

Michael Langer. The Italian Concerto simulates the interplay between soloist and orchestra 

that was typical in ‘real concertos’, even though it was originally intended for one keyboard 

player.



 English Suite No.2 in A minor features a quite substantial, highly imitative prelude, and

a typical selection of dance movements. Of all the pieces on the program, this one is the most

old fashioned, the most serious in tone, and the longest. The Sarabande features elaborate 

written out ornamentation during the repeats. The frequent parallel motion in thirds for 

extended passages, lack of monody (melody and accompaniment), and consistent imitation 

found throughout this suite are all traits that are reminiscent of older styles, as is the absence 

of galant movements.

French Suite No.6 in E Major, like all of Bach’s French Suites, contains no prelude and 

begins with an allemande. Then there is the usual Courante and Sarabande, followed by 

several light-hearted galant movements, before the concluding, high energy Gigue. There is a

balance throughout this suite of textures which suggest a melody and accompaniment, and 

more contrapuntal, imitative textures.

Flute Sonata No.6 in E major has a contrasting flow of movements compared with the 

rest of the program. They are ordered slow, fast, slow, fast. This sonata is the most melody 

focussed selection on the program overall, and quite light in mood. However, the Siciliano is 

very imitative, and this in combination with it’s setting in the relative minor key make it a 

striking moment in the Sonata.

Italian Concerto in F Major in it’s original instrumentation cast one keyboard player as 

both soloist and orchestra. The opening movement has no title, and therefore offers no 

guidance in terms of tempo, but the performance practice of it that has become accepted has 

been to perform it at a moderate speed, fast enough to give a sense of forward direction, but 

slow enough that the most rapid passages speak clearly. The andante is melody focussed, 

set to the relative minor key, and supported by a repetitive figure in the accompaniment.

The Presto is very flashy, full of rapid scalar passages set to tight counterpoint, and with 

a recurring syncopated octave leap motive at the beginning that recurs in various key areas.


